AGENDA

• Introduction
• How do you describe archives?
• Archives catalogue and online collections
• Search boxes on Libraries website
• Guide to archival research
• Online tutorials
• Feedback
HOW DO YOU DESCRIBE ARCHIVES?
DAL ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS

- Almost 7 kilometres of physical records
  - Textual records
  - Sound recordings
  - Moving images
  - Photographs
  - Technical drawings and plans
- Over 15 TB of digital records
  - Digitization projects
  - Born digital records
DAL ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS

- University records
- Faculty papers
- Theatre and culture / Literature
- Business archives
- Medical archives
- Labour archives / Citizen action groups
- Environment and sustainability
- Maritime history archives
- Women’s archives
ARCHIVES CATALOGUE
AND ONLINE COLLECTIONS
GUIDE TO MAJOR RESEARCH COLLECTIONS

Incredible research collections, right on the Studley Campus

The University Archives is located on the 5th floor of the Killam Library
SOLAR AUDIO RECORDING STUDIO
ONLINE TUTORIALS

- AtoM documentation
- CNSA video tutorials
- AABC documentation
- Dumbarton Oaks AtoM guide
- Other community guides